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Cassette Type Fan Coil Unit 

Installation & Operation Manual 

Thank you for choosing our products. Carefully read Installation & Operation Manual before using.  

■ MODEL 

300CFM  350CFM 470CFM 
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Features 
This unit is applicable to hotels, commercial buildings, office buildings and residential houses 

for indoor air conditioning. Its main features are as the following: 

1. Ceiling-type, offering a nice appearance; 

2. Ultra-thin body, saving installation space; 

3. Four-way air flow, with availability of 60°downward fanning, reaching a wider range with 

more uniform distribution of heat and cool, creating more comforts; 

4. Luxurious appearance, suitable for decoration in restaurants, supermarkets, entertainment 

places and meeting rooms etc;  

5. The units are optimized in matching, with special structure of casing and three-dimensional 

wing type big diameter fan to form a new air flow system, minimizing the noise; 

6. Simple filter easy for cleaning; 

7. Remote control; 
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Infrared remote controller 

The model of the following remote controller is JingLing common remote controller 

 

 

 ON/OFF key: Press the key and the remote control will switch circularly in the order : ON

→OFF→ON.   

 When it is powered on at first from off state to on state,  the default setting of work 

condition is ( The set temperature is 25℃ and the mode , wind speed, swing and air door are 

all automatic and there is no LAMP,  no TURBO,  no  CLEAN, no SLEEP, no TIMER and 

no HOLD function ). When it is not powered on firstly from OFF state, the work condition is as 

the same as the state before stopping. It will cancel LAMP, CLEAN, SLEEP, TURBO and 

TIME mode. 

 MODE key: Press the key to switch modes in the order : 

AUTO→COOL→DRY→HEAT→FAN→AUTO 

key: In DRY mode or AUTO mode,  pressing  ▼  key  cannot change the temperature. 

In other mode, press the key once and the temperature will decrease 1℃ in the order :  

32℃→31℃→…→17℃→16℃ . 
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key: In DRY mode and AUTO mode, pressing ▼ key cannot change the temperature. In 

other mode, press the key once and the temperature will increase 1℃ in the order: 16℃

→17℃→…→31℃→32℃ . 

 FAN SPEED key: The default wind speed is in the automatic wind mode when starting 

firstly. The remote control won’t react by pressing the key because the wind speed can’t 

be adjusted and in low speed in dehumidifying mode. In other mode, press the key to 

switch modes in the order : automatic wind→ high speed →middle speed→ low speed 

→automatic wind. 

 SWING key: In dehumidifying mode, the swing mode is in the stable wind mode without 

change. In other mode, press the key to switch modes in the order: swing →stable wind

→natural wind →swing. 

 AIR FLOW key : The default air flow is in  the swing mode when starting firstly and press 

the key to switch modes in the order: SWING →STOP →SWING. 

 TIMER key: The default mode is in no timing state, press the key to set timing time. The 

switch order is: 1H→2H→…→24H→cancel→1H….  Press the key to set timing starting 

in the OFF state and set timing stopping in the ON state. After setting timing function, the 

time keeps decreasing per hour until the time decreasing to the timing on or timing off 

and the timing display will be cancelled at the same time.   Pressing MODE key can’t 

cancel timing in timing mode which will set out timing time by pressing other key. 

 HOLD key: The default state is in no HOLD key state, press the key to select modes in 

order: HOLD key →cancel HOLD key→ HOLD key ; In HOLD key mode, all keys except 

HOLD key of the remote control can’t work .( NOTE:  In HOLD key mode,  the remote 

and operation panel of the unit both will be locked automatically by pressing the key and 

press the key again ,  they will be unlocked.  As for the split unit , it only hold the control 

other than  

   EMERGENCY key and the panel will make a reaction.) 

 SLEEP key : Press the key to switch modes in the order: SLEEP→ cancel SLEEP→ 

SLEEP. The sleeping function won’t be cancelled for changing modes. Press the key to 

set sleep mode and the wind speed will automatically be switched to low speed and it can 

adjust the wind speed by pressing the FAN SPEED key (except dehumidifying mode). 

 TURBO key: The default state for the control is no turbo and the key don’t work in the 

AUTOMATIC mode, DRY mode and FAN mode (It will not display any contents and not 

send out any codes). The control, however, will switch between on and off by pressing 

the key in other mode.  The wind speed isn’t indicated in turbo mode and it will be 

cancelled for changing modes and setting sleep mode. 

 LAMP key : The default state is in no LAMP key state, press the key to select modes in 

order : LAMP key →cancel LAMP key→ LAMP key; In LAMP key mode, pressing MODE 

key can’t cancel the show of LAMP key. 

 CLEAN key : The default state is in no purification state, press the key to select modes in 

order : CLEAN →cancel CLEAN→ CLEAN;  In CLEAN mode, pressing CLEAN key 

can’t cancel CLEAN function.  Press the key when the remote control is closed,  the 

control will switch modes in the order : CLEAN →cancel CLEAN→ CLEAN;  When you 

stop the unit and turn on the purification switch, except the wind, the stable swing and air 

door swing speed aren’t adjusted. 
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Notices for operating the remote control 

1. Don’t place the control near high heat source such as Electric blanket, warm furnace 

and so on. 

2. Don’t expose the control in sun. 

3. Take care for it and prevent it from damage for falling down. 

4. Don’t place any rolling obstacle between the signal acceptor of AC and the control, 

otherwise it may affect sending or incepting signals. 

5. Don’t spray water or other liquid on the control. 

6. Don’t place any clog on the control. 

NOTE: When the remote control is out of work, please replace the battery and operated it 

once ; If the failure hasn’t be cancelled, please take urgent operation methods to restart 

the AC. 

Replace batteries of the remote control 

If the following condition appears, which mean that the batteries have been used up, 

please take out of the old batteries and change for new ones. 

1. After sending the signal, the air conditioner cannot send receiving sound. 

2. The display screen is not clear  

The operating steps are as follows:  

 Remove the back cover, take out of the old batteries. 

 Replace batteries, please notice the poles “+” and “-”  

on the batteries. 

 Close the back cover and set the current time. 

 Make sure whether it indicates a.m. 0:00 or not. 

 

 

NOTE 

1. New and old batteries cannot be used together. 

2. If the remote controller will not be idle for long time, please take out of the batteries. 

3. The service life of the dry batteries, accorded with the requirements of the standard of JIS 

or IEC,  is 6 to 12 months under common condition ; Overrunning the service time or 

using dry batteries , which are not accorded with the above mentioned specifications,  

the liquid seeping  phenomenon may  be occur on the battery and the remote control 

won’t work. 

4. There is “Advised Service Time” marked on the battery, the practical service time may be 

shorter than the advised one. 
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Manual Operation  
1. Manual ON mode: When the RUN indicator is on, the air conditioner is ON. At this time it is 

able to receive remote control signal and run according to the signal received.  

2. Manual OFF operation: When the RUN indicator is off, the air conditioner is OFF. At this 

time it is able to receive remote control signal.  

3. Composition of Panel Display Lamps:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power lamp: ON in case of power-on of air conditioner, RED; 

Run lamp: ON in case of running of air conditioner, GREEN; 

Timing lamp: ON in case of timing state of air conditioner, YELLOW; 

Protection lamp: ON in case of protection state of air conditioner, RED; 

Emergency button: When the remote controller is out of use, press EMERGENCY button to 

enter emergency run /stop running.  

 

Notices  
Carefully read this manual before using the air conditioner. Operate in accordance with the 

methods described in the manual, or it may cause damage to the air conditioner or cause 

bodily injuries or property damages to you or other people.  

1. Pre-operation Check  

﹡ Check whether the earth wire is connected or not; 

﹡ Check whether the air filter is well installed; 

﹡ After long-time idleness, clean the air filter before operating the unit; 

2. Optimal Operation  

﹡ Appropriately regulate the air flow direction to prevent air from directly flow to the people 

indoor; 

﹡ Appropriately set the temperature to obtain comfortable environment; Avoid over-heating 

or over-cooling; 

﹡ In COOL mode, close the curtain or window blind to prevent direct sunlight; 

﹡ Close the windows and doors. If the windows and doors are open, the indoor and outdoor 
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air will form a convection that will reduce the effect of cooling or heating; 

﹡ Set the run time with the TIMING button of remote controller; 

﹡ If the air filter is clogged, the cooling or heating will be affected. Clean the filter once each 

two weeks; 

 

3. Safety Attention 

Notices:  

﹡ Have professionals for installation. Users shall not conduct installation independently, or 

you may cause injury to yourself or others or damage to the unit; 

﹡ For normal operation, use this unit according to this manual. Otherwise internal protection 

or water leakage may happen that will affect cooling and heating; 

﹡ Set proper indoor temperature, especially in rooms for senior people, children or patients; 

﹡ Lightning, nearby automobiles or mobile phones may cause error startup of the unit. Disconnect the 

power plug for several seconds before starting the unit again; 

！Warning: 

﹡ The main power switch of the unit shall be set at the place out of reach of children, so as 

to prevent danger resulted from playing by children; 

﹡ In thunderstorm days, disconnect the main power switch. Otherwise lightning may cause 

damage to this unit; 

﹡ In case of long-time idleness or leaving the room for a long time, disconnect the main 

power switch. Otherwise incidents may occur; 

﹡ Don’s use liquid detergent, liquefied detergent and corrosive detergent to wipe the unit or 

sprinkle water or other liquid to the unit. Otherwise it may cause damage to the plastic 

parts of the unit, or even cause electric shock; 

！Dangerous:  

﹡ Don’t put hand or stick into the air outlet of the unit. Otherwise the high-speed fan may 

cause damage to you; 

﹡ When the air vane is moving, don’t touch the vane. Otherwise it may cause injury to your 

hand or cause damage to the transmission parts of the vane; 

﹡ Keep children from playing the unit. Or it may cause danger; 

﹡ Keep the unit and the remote controller from damping. Or it may cause short-circuit or 

even fire; 

﹡ Don’t use or store inflammables near the unit, such as fixture, paint and gasoline etc. Or it 

may cause fire; 

﹡ In case of abnormalities, such as abnormal noise, smell, smoke, temperature rise and 

electric leakage, immediately disconnect the power. 

●Accessories: Before installation, check whether the following accessories are     complete.

（Refer to the Packing List） 
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Installation 

Accessory Parts 
Other 

1. Expansion hook (4) 

2. Installation hook (4) 

Installation & Operation 

Manual 

 

 

● Order of Installation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Installation Position: 

﹡ Able to provide sufficient space for installation and maintenance; 

﹡ Level ceiling with building structure sufficient to bear the weight of indoor unit; 

﹡ Place without barrier to the air inlet/outlet and with minimum influence from external air; 

﹡ Place where air flow may be circulated to all parts indoor; 

﹡ Place without direct radiation of heat source; 

Note: Installation in the following places may cause failure to the unit (if unavoidable, please 

consult); 

﹡ Places with mineral oil like machine oil; 

﹡ Places with serious fluctuation of power supply and voltage, i.e. factory; 

﹡ Places with oil air and oil stain, i.e. kitchen; 

﹡ Places with strong electromagnetic wave; 

﹡ Places with inflammable gas or material; 

﹡ Places with acidic or alkaline gas or steam; 

﹡ Other places with special environmental conditions; 

Notices Before Installation: 

☆ Determine correct handling route; 

☆ Handle the unit under the original packing as much as possible; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select position Install unit Install water inlet outlet connection pipe 

Electrical connection Test run 
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Installation 
                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

                Remarks：  A=280    300 CFM   350 CFM  470 CFM 

                         

 

 

● Installation of Main Unit  

A - Existing Ceiling (the ceiling shall be level) 

1. Open square holes on the ceiling with corresponding sizes according to the paper card 

(See Fig 3 and Fig 4). 

﹡ The center of the ceiling opening is similar to the center of the main unit; 

﹡ Ensure the length and outward holes 

of the connecting pipes, drain pipe 

and electrical connection; 

﹡ To guarantee levelness of the ceiling 

without vibration, reinforce the strength 

of the ceiling;            

2. Determine the location of installation 

hook according to the holes of the 

installation hook on the four corners of 

the installation paper card.  

﹡ Drill four holes Φ12mm about 

50~55mm deep at the positions as 

determined on the roof, then lay 

expansion hooks; 

﹡  In installation, the concave of the   

installation hook shall face the 

expansion hook. Determine the length 

of the installation hook based on the 

height of ceiling. The excessive part 

shall be cut away; 
Fig 2 

Fig 1 
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﹡ When the ceiling is rather high, cut the installation hook from the middle. UseΦ12 round 

steel bar for welding based on the height of ceiling. (Total length may be obtained from Fig 5: 

Sling bar length =H-181+L. Usually the balance length L is about1/2 of the length of the 

installation hook screw thread) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Use four hex nuts on the installation hook for adjustment and keep the main unit level. 

﹡ If the drain pipe is slanted, it may cause error action of the water level switch and will 

cause water leakage; 

﹡ Adjust the location of the main unit to ensure even distance to the four sides of the ceiling 
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and the bottom of the main unit into the bottom of ceiling for 10~12 mm (See Fig 5); 

﹡  After adjusting the location and levelness of the main unit, fasten the nuts on the 

installation hook to fix the unit (See Fig 6); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 

 

                                      

 

   

Remarks：  A=270    300 CFM  350 CFM  470 CFM 

                            

 

 

B. For New Room and New Ceiling  

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Carry out installation as per A)2 aforesaid. Hooks may be buried in new room, which shall 

be sufficient to bear the weight of the unit, and will not become loose due to shrinking of 

concrete; 

2. After hoisting the main unit, first fix the installation paperboard onto the main unit with bolts 

M6×12 (accessories) to determine size and position of the ceiling (See Fig 7); 

☆ In installing the ceiling, guarantee its levelness; 

☆ The rest procedure is as per A)1 aforesaid; 

Fig 5 

 

Fig 6 

 

Fig 4 
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3. Install as per A)3 aforesaid; 

4. Remove the installation paperboard; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: After installation of the main unit as shown above, fix the 4 M6×12 bolts onto the 

main unit, so as to ensure reliability of the earth wire and connection of the main unit; 

 

Installation of Unit Panel  
☆ Don’t place the surface of panel downward or against wall or onto raised object; 

☆ Keep vane from collision or pressure; 

A. Remove Air Inlet Grille 

1. Slide or press the two grille switches together, and then lift them up (See Fig 8); 

2. Lift the air inlet grille to about 45 degree and remove it (See Fig 9); 

B. Remove Installation Lids from Four Corners  

Unscrew the bolts, loosen the rope of the installation lids and take out the installation lids 

(See Fig10); 

C. Installation of Panel  

3. Point the swing motor on the panel straight to the side of the piping of the main unit (See 

Fig11); 

4. In installation, first put the side of swing motor on the panel and the hook of the panel of 

the other side onto the hooks of the water collecting pan on the main unit (as shown in Fig 

11 ), and then put the rest two hooks of the panel onto the suspending support of the 

main unit (as shown in Fig 11); 

Note: The male tab of the plastic lid of the swing motor shall be inserted into the 

recess of the sealing panel of the outlet pipe; 

5. Insert the lead of the swing motor into the clip position on the panel; 

Note: Don’t put the lead of swing motor into the sealed sponge; 

6. Adjust the four panel hook bolts to keep the panel at level and evenly lift close to the ceiling 

Fig 7 
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(as shown in Fig 11); 

7. Slightly adjust the panel as per the directions shown by the arrow (Fig 11) to have the 

center of the panel coincide with the center of opening of the ceiling. Make sure the hooks 

on four corners are well put up; 

8. Continue to evenly tighten the bolts under the hooks till the thickness of sponge between 

the main unit and the air outlet of the panel is reduced to 4~6mm, and the edges of the 

panel have good contact with the ceiling (See Fig 12); 

﹡ Improper tightness of the bolts will cause failure shown in Fig 13; 

﹡ After tightening the bolts, if joint opening still exists between the ceiling and the panel, 

adjust the height of the unit again (See left of Fig 14); 

﹡If the upward and downward level of the unit or the drainpipe is not influenced, the 

openings at the four corners of the panel may be used for adjusting the height of the indoor 

unit (See right of Fig 14); 

D. First put the air grille onto the panel and then connect the leads of the swing motor 

and the control box respectively onto the corresponding connectors on the main 

unit; 

E. Install the air inlet grille contrary to the method of removal of the air inlet grille; 

F. Insert the installation lids again; 

9. Fix the rope of the installation lid onto the bolt of the installation lid. (See left of Fig 15) 

10. Slightly press the installation lid into the panel. (See Fig 15) 
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Space for Installation & Maintenance 
● Spaces for Installation and Maintenance (See Fig 16) 

Remove the barrier nearby to avoid influence on the performance of unit due to limited air 

circulation; 

Note: At least two of the surfaces A, B & C shall be smooth; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 16 
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Connection of Drainpipe  
1.  Installation of Drainpipe  

﹡ The drainpipe may be the hard PVC pipe (outer diameter 37-39mm, inner diameter 

32mm). The user may purchase the drainpipe of proper length from the distributor based 

on the actual situation, or directly purchase in the market.  

﹡ Connect the drainpipe to the bottom of the water suction pipe of the main unit and fasten 

the drainpipe together with the water outlet insulating pipe with the clip of the water outlet 

pipe; 

 Note: Be gentle to avoid damaging the water suction pipe; 

﹡ The water suction pipe and drainpipe (especially the indoor part) shall be bound with the 

water outlet pipe insulation to avoid entrance of air that will cause condensation; 

﹡ In order to avoid backward flow of water into the air conditioner in stopping, the drainpipe 

shall be downward toward the outdoor side (drain side) above 1/50. Avoid protrusion and 

water trap (See Fig 17a); 

﹡ In connecting the drainpipe, don’t draw with force, so as to avoid force to the main unit. 

Meanwhile a supporting point shall be set every 1-1.5m so as to avoid bending of 

drainpipe (See Fig 17b); Or bind the drainpipe and the connection pipe to fix the drainpipe 

with the connection pipe (See Fig 17c); 

﹡ To connect elongated drainpipe, use protective pipe to wrap the indoor part to keep the 

elongated drainpipe from loosing; 

﹡ When the outlet of the drainpipe is higher than the water suction pipe of the main unit, the 

drainpipe shall be vertically upward as much as possible. The bending part of the pipe 

shall be the rigid pipe that shall have reliable support, and the rise height shall be lower 

than 200mm. Otherwise in stopping the flow back of water will cause overflowing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The joints of the drain system shall be sealed to avoid water leakage. 

 

﹡ The end of drainpipe shall be more than 50mm to the ground or the bottom of the drain 

trough, and shall not be put into water. In direct draining the condensation to the trench, 

bend the drainpipe upward into a “U” shape to prevent bad smell from entering the room; 

Fig 17 
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2、Drain Testing  

﹡ Before testing, ensure smooth drainpipe and check whether the joints are well sealed; 

﹡ Drain testing shall be made for new rooms before laying ceiling; 

① Remove the water testing cover and use the water filling pipe to fill about 2000ml water 

into the collecting pan. (See Fig 18); 

② Connect power to have the air conditioner under cooling operation and check the noise of 

the drain pump and meanwhile check whether the drain hole drains normally (depending 

on the length of drainpipe, it will delay 1min before draining) and whether water leakage 

occurs in the joints. Remove problems immediately, if any. 

③ Stop running for 3min and then check if there is any abnormal situation. In case of irrational 

layout of drainpipe, the flow back of water will cause flashing of the alarming lamp of the 

control box, or the water will flow out from the collecting pan; 

④ Turn off the power and remove the water accumulation. Then install back the water testing 

cover; 

﹡ The drain plug at the bottom of the main unit is used for draining water in collecting pan in 

repairing of problem. In operation, the plug shall be well put in position to avoid leakage of 

water. 
 

Electric Wiring  
Note: 

① Special power supply shall be used for the unit, and the power voltage shall be in 

compliance with the rated voltage; 

② The earth wire shall be prepared for the external electric lines of the unit. The earth wire 

shall have reliable connection with the external earth wire; 

③ The installation shall be carried out by professionals in accordance with the electric wiring 

diagram; 

④ After completion of wiring, check carefully before connecting power. 

Fig 18 
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Test Run 
1. Test run shall be carried out after completion of all installation; 

2. Before test run, confirm the following: 

◆ Whether the unit is installed correctly; 

◆ Whether the piping and wiring are correct; 

◆ Whether draining is smooth; 

◆ Whether the heat insulation is complete; 

◆ Whether the ground wire is connected correctly; 

◆ Whether the voltage is in compliance with the rated voltage; 

◆ Whether barrier exists in the air inlet or outlet of the unit. 

3. Test Run  

Control the operation of unit with remote controller. 

◆ Whether the remote controller switch is normal; 

◆ Whether the functions of the remote controller are normal; 

◆ Whether the vane is moving normally; 

◆ Whether the room temperature regulation is normal; 

◆ Whether the indication lamps are normal; 

◆ Whether the manual RUN switch is normal; 

◆ Whether the draining is normal; 

◆ Open the air inlet grille to check whether water leakage exists, especially the place of drain 

plug; 

◆ Whether vibration and abnormal sound is heard in operation. 

 

 

Failure Testing and Indication  
Under any state, check the water suction pump, indoor temperature sensor and coil pipe 

temperature sensor. In case of failure, the luminescent tube will indicate the failure state.  

 

Self-examination 

information 

Codes of self-examination of 

luminescent tube 
Remarks 

Preheating indication 1 flahses/3s Display up starting (RUN lamp) 

Failure of indoor 

temperature sensor 
2 flashes/4s 

Display in stop, protective lamp ON, 

RUN lamp OFF.  

Failure of pipe 

temperature sensor 
3 flashes/5s 

Display in stop, protective lamp ON, 

RUN lamp OFF. 

Water pump failure 4 flashes /6s 
Display in stop, protective lamp ON, 

RUN lamp OFF. 
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Troubleshooting 
 

Problem Analysis 

If the air conditioner fails to run normally, read the following before contacting the 

maintenance department, and it will save you time and efforts.  

Problems Phenomenon Causes Treatment 

Failure to run 

Press “ON/OFF” 

switch on the remote 

controller, no “Hua-” 

sound is heard, and 

the RUN indicator is 

not on. 

Power failure 
After resumption of power, 

press “ON/OFF” switch 

Now connection of power Connect power 

Broken fuse Replace fuse 

Electric leakage is OFF Connect electric leakage switch 

Remote controller is out of the 

operation range 

Operate the remote controller 

within the operation range 

Cells of remote controller 

are out 

(LCD is dim) 

Replace cells 

Stops soon 

after startup 

Remote controller 

indicates that the unit 

is running 

The air inlet or outlet of the 

indoor or outdoor unit is 

clogged 

Clear away clogging 

The air filter is clogged with 

dust or soil 
Clean filter 

The air 

conditioner is 

fanning, but 

not 

sufficiently 

cool or warm 

Remote controller 

indicates that the unit 

is running 

Temperature is set too high in 

cooling 

Temperature is set too low in 

heating 

Check the temperature set on 

the remote controller. Re-set 

the appropriate temperature 

Filter is clogged with dust Clean filter 

The air inlet or outlet of the 

indoor or outdoor unit is 

clogged 

Clear away clogging 

Windows and doors are open Close windows and doors 

※ When this unit stops due to power failure, even if the power is resumed, it will not start again. To start 

again, press the “On/Off” switch on the remote controller.  

The following circumstances are not failures:  

● Smell exists sometimes. This is the smell of cigarette, cosmetics and paintings of furniture and walls 

collected into the air conditioner that is fanned out.  

● In start-up or stop, “Pi-Pa” sound is heard sometimes. This is the sound of shrinking or expansion of the 

structural parts. 
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